
ECONOMIC 
SYSTEMS

Chapter 6



Vocabulary

■ Economics
■ Economic systems

■ Economy
■ Scarcity

■ Land
■ Labour

■ Capital
■ Privately owned

■ Publicly owned
■ Public good
■ Shift left

■ Shift right
■ Consumers

■ Demand
■ Producers

■ Supply
■ Competition

■ Unemployment rate
■ Strike

■ Collective bargaining
■ Labour union



Focus Questions
■ What values shape the 

mixed and market 
economies of Canada and 
the United States?

■ How do economic decisions 
about scarcity, supply and 
demand, and competition 
affect individuals and 
groups?



Values that Shape Mixed 
and Market Economies
■ You are a consumer

■ You are a part of the economy

■ You own things

■ You buy things

■ You contribute to Canada's economy



Economics in Action

■ Read the cartoon on the following slides and 
answer:

– Why didn’t the game manufacturer make more 
games?

– Why did the truckers go on strike?
– Why did the store decide to sell the games for 

less?
– Why would anyone buy it for $99.99?







Real Life Examples

■ PS4 Anniversary Addition ■ XBOX Release

https://mrfiliplic.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/ps4-price-increase.pdf
https://mrfiliplic.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/xbox-360-price-increase.pdf


Scarcity

■ Wants and needs are limited by 
resources (money, labour, 
materials)

■ Limited resources are called 
scarcity

■ How to solve scarcity:
– What is needed or wanted?
– How will it be produced?
– Who will get it? Fresh berries are delicious, but there 

aren’t always enough to go around. 

How does economic decision making 
allocate the fresh berries available?



Stop and Think
■ How might Canada’s 

government get involved in 
situations where people’s 
wants and needs are not 
being met?



What Creates Scarcity?

■ Land
– Consists of all material found in natural 

environment
– Renewable and non-renewable resources
– Trees, fruit, oil, gold

■ What impacts might this decision about using 
the land have on the land?



What Creates Scarcity?

■ Labour
– Physical and mental effort to produce goods or 

services
– Famers, wait staff, drivers

■ How do choices concerning jobs affect the 
workforce?



What Creates Scarcity?

■ Capital
– Consists of money people own or borrow to 

produce a good or service

■ What if the capital needed to build a good or 
service was invested in something else?



Economic System

■ Solves the basic problem of scarcity

■ Different ideas mean different economic 
system

■ Position is dynamic, always changing (shift 
left and shift right)



Economic Continuum



■ Planned Economy (Communism)
– At this end of the spectrum, 

government makes all the decisions 
about how to solve scarcity. It owns 
and manages the resources 
needed to produce things. It plans 
what will be produced and decides 
how to use limited resources.

Characteristics
• Resources are publicly owned.
• Government makes decisions on 

how to use resources.
• Individual consumers have little 

influence on economic decision 
making.



■ Mixed Economy (Socialism)
– A mixed economy combines private 

ownership and government control. 
For example, private businesses 
own some resources and the 
government owns others. In mixed 
economies, the level of government 
involvement fluctuates depending 
what political party is in power.

Characteristics
• Some resources are publicly 

owned and some are privately 
owned.

• Individuals and government both 
make decisions about what to 
produce. 

• Individual consumers and 
government influence economic 
decision making.



■ Market Economy (Capitalism)
– At this end of the spectrum, the 

choices of individuals solve scarcity. 
Private businesses own and 
manage resources. They sell their 
products to consumers, who make 
their own decisions about what to 
buy. Businesses succeed if they 
produce what consumers want. 
Otherwise, they fail. The 
government does not get involved.

Characteristics
• Resources are privately owned.
• Individuals make decisions on 

how to use resources.
• Individual consumers drive 

economic decision making by 
choosing what to buy.



Canadian vs USA Economic History



Canada’s Economy

■ Founding Principal: Peace, order, and good 
government

– Cooperation (think Anglophones and 
Francophones)

– Cooperation affects economy
– Mixed economy because government plays a 

role, individuals own property
– Moves left and right depending on who is in 

power



Canada Shifts Left

■ 1963-1968

■ Lester Pearson in power with minority government

■ Cooperated with NDP to stay in power
– Agreed to Publicly funded health care
– Pensions for seniors



Canada Shifts Right

■ 1984-1993

■ Brian Mulroney become majority PM

■ Reduce government involvement:
– Cut government spending
– Privatize Crown corporations
– Introduce North America Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA)



Stop and Think
■ How might the history of 

Canada shape values and 
attitudes in Canada?



Crown Corporations

■ Company owned by Canada’s 
government to provide products or 
services to Canadians:

– Provide essential services
– Promote economic development
– Support Canadian culture and 

identity



Stop and Think
■ What Crown corporations 

does Canada have today? 
Why does Canada’s 
government assess the 
value of Crown corporations 
differently at different times?



USA’s Economy

■ Founding Principle: life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness

– Idea of individualism
– Fighting to become independent from Britain 

(1776 to 1783)
– Little government involvement
– Individuals have great say in economic decisions
– Moves left and right depending on who is in 

power



USA Shifts Left

■ 1933-1944

■ Franklin Roosevelt is President

■ Great Depression

■ Established New Deal
– Pensions for seniors
– Funds to support farms
– Corporations funded and run by government 

(building roads and dams)



USA Shifts Right

■ 1980-1988

■ Ronald Reagan is president

■ Less government involvement:
– Reduce government spending
– Reduce government regulation of corporations



Stop and Think
■ How might the history of the 

U.S. shape values and 
attitudes in the United 
States?



Supply and Demand

■ Supply and demand connect through 
a cause-and-effect relationship 
related to price.

■ Supply and demand affect quality of 
life because they affect the prices of 
products we buy, the availability of 
products, and jobs connected to 
creating products.

■ Supply is about producing things 
people want. It involves producers.

■ Demand is about what people want. It 
involves consumers.













Stop and Think
■ What if the supply of a 

product went down? How 
would that affect price and 
demand? What might cause 
the supply to drop?

■ Why might demand for a 
product go up?



Competition

• Competition is about 
producers getting 
consumers to buy their 
product.

• Attract consumers in a 
variety of ways (price and 
quality)

• Consumer values play an 
important role



A Coffee Showdown

Tim Hortons
103 Locations

$1.70
x   18/month
$30.60
x      12/year
$367.20

Starbucks
76 Locations

$3.65
x 18/month
$65.70
x      12/year
$788.40

Difference of
$421.20

*2017 Data



Monopoly vs 
Competition

■ Monopoly is opposite of competition

■ When producer controls all supply

■ Governments have some monopolies 
(water and sewage lines)

■ Governments sometimes intervene to 
prevent monopolies (USA vs Microsoft and 
Internet Exlorer)



When Governments Get Involved

■ British Columbia
– Started its own insurance company 

because private insurance was too 
expensive

■ Canada and USA
– Food and cosmetic products must have 

labels listing ingredients (health and 
safety)

■ Canada and USA
– Tire tax to help pay to recycle tires

■ Canada
– Law to prevent ”price-fixing”
– Companies need to let market 

determine price of product



Stop and Think
■ To what extent do you agree 

with the involvement of 
government in each of the 
above examples? Use pages 
214 and 215 for more 
information.



Case Study 1

■ Canadian Film Maker
– Read the case study on pages 

219 to 224 and answer the 
critical thinking questions



Create Canadian!

■ Cultural industries receive government support 
(funding)

■ Grants go to:
– Authors, publishers, artists, the music industry, 

performing arts, film and television industry.





■ What are your thoughts about the 
Case of the Canadian Filmmaker?

■ Read pages 223 and 224 and make 
a list of all the Canadian “stories” 
presented. What would happen to 
these stories if they were not told.



Case Study 2

■ Disappearing Jobs
– Read the case study on pages 

226 to 228 and answer the 
critical thinking questions



Hershey confirms Smiths Falls plant will close



■ What are your thoughts on the Case 
of the Disappearing Jobs?

■ How can economic systems have 
different strategies for creating 
jobs?



Unemployment

■ How might relocating to find 
work affect the identity of 
individuals?

■ How might this connect to 
quality of life?



Case Study 3

■ Workers Strike
– Read the case study on pages 

229 to 235 and answer the 
critical thinking questions



Saskatchewan health-
care workers set to 
escalate strike
■ Why might Canadians have different 

views about how to solve a health 
care strike?

■ How might a health care strike 
affect your quality of life?





Labour Unions

■ Unions represent worker 
needs to employers

■ Allows for collective 
bargaining

■ Can pressure employers

■ Labour laws exist because of 
unions








